8. The Clarion Call Rings Out From ‘IS’
It is Time to Come Home to Higher Consciousness and
Remember, Remember, Remember, We Are One.
Mother Mary and “Marrianna”
I call on the Divine Mother Mary to come and sit with me this
Beautiful morning.
“My Child I am with you and bring you Great Wisdom for the Pearl
Master Children now entering your Beautiful Planet Earth. These Masters
have all volunteered to assist Humanity and Mother Earth by bringing the
Embodiment of the Christ Consciousness Directly into the Lower
Vibrations to assist and accelerate Evolution upon your Earth. The Gifts
we will be Downloading this day will provide Codes and Open Passages
that Have been Sealed since the Beginning of the Earth Experiment.
These Sacred Keys will Open the Gateway to many other Passages and
How to Switch the Codes to Open them All. The Only requirement to be
able to Open them will be to Have a Higher Vibrational Level than most
people have at this time on Earth. The Master Pearl Children and others
who are already upon earth have prepared the way for these Masters to
arrive. The one thing you can count on is Everything will be changing.
The way Humanity thinks now is tied to the Love vibration most if not all
which are controlled by Outside Forces. These Sacred Gifts will provide a
means to release from the Shackles of their Control and then reveal
Higher Vibrational Wisdom to choose from.”
“Your willingness to participate with the Downloading is Greatly
appreciated and Something you Said you would do before you entered
the Earth Experiment. This will provide a means for all the Light Workers
to Remember who they really are, who they have been, and what they
said they would do during the time of the Ascension and Evolution on the
Earth Plane. Then the 100th Monkey Effect will take Place and All
Humanity will be Open to Accept Who They Are and That We Are All
One.”
“So my child I ask you this day to take another deep Breath to the
count of Seven and Hold it to the Count of Seven and Exhale it to the
Count of Seven.”

I Feel mother Mary gently grasp my Hand and I am Filled with Her
Beautiful penetrating Love Vibration. I Feel wind softly touch my Face as
we swiftly glide into the Unknown Darkness that Sparkles with Starlight. I
am excited yet at a Deep Inner Peace Knowing I am in Good Hands. I am
Safe and I am Wondering What will happen this time.
I am in a different Garden, like a jungle setting. I can Hear the
Animals Talking and Communicating with each other. I do Not
understand what they are saying but I can tell it is about their excitement
that Mother Mary and I have come to Visit. My Essence is Light Pink just
as Mother Mary’s is at this time. We glide past huge Waterfalls; the air is
filled with the smell of sweet flowers as we move along the pathway. I
hear the soft music of people singing to welcome us for the gathering.
We enter into a clearing where the Sun is bright and so is everyone
in attendance. Dancing in Circles around us in slow soft movements that
pulse to the Divine heart Beat, Love, Happiness and Divine excitement fill
my essence. I can Feel their Love being Downloaded before we ever start.
Mother Mary asks me to lie down and make myself comfortable.
When my Head Touched the pillow I was in a different place going down a
Tunnel. It was like I was going down a hole filled with warm air that
smelled like dirt ready for planting. To my surprise, I think I am in the
Crystal Bed in the Back of my Head. Mother Mary is with me and a group
of Elves that I think are excited and happy. They are carrying Shovels and
sacks. I watch as they each go to different areas of North, South, East and
West to bury seeds of Wisdom, Knowledge, Divinity, Sacred Powers of
Love, Peace and Harmony. These seeds are Brightly Sparkling Gold
Faceted Gem Stones from the Heart of the Great Divine Creator ‘IS’ the
Creator of All That Is. Mother Mary and I are Standing in the middle of
my Crystal Bed. Mother Mary is radiating Healing Light to each Seed
activating the Secret Codes to open and grow. A Blessing is given from ‘IS’
for the Highest Good for All and I Hear the Clarion Call Ring Out from the
Great Creator to All His Children.
“It is Time to come Home to Higher Consciousness and Remember I
am, I am That, I am That I Am, for We are One.”

“We always Have Been and always Will Be. It is Time to Come Home to
Higher Consciousness and Remember, Remember, Remember. May these
Sacred Gifts Open the Gateway to Peace, Love and Harmony for One and
All as we walk Together to Co-Create Heaven on Earth Again.”
A soft mist begins to fall upon the seeds, and all of the crystals seem
to Glow a Little Brighter. Mother Mary tones Yahweh Ohmmm, Tap, Tap,
Tap, Tap, tap, Tap, Tap, chimes Ring in the Soft Breeze and music is sung
to the Divine Creator and All Humanity and Mother Earth.
I Feel a pull at the Top of my Head and I realize I am Moving Back up
the Tunnel I came down.
I Feel Mother Mary assisting me up off the pillow and I See the
Bright Light of the Master Beings encircling me. I Feel the Pulsing going
through me and I see the Crystal Bed in my Head growing already. I take
this Vision and the Experience and Download it into my chakra system
and down into the Iron Core Crystal Grid in the Earth. I watch as it flows
throughout the Grid system and back to me, up all my chakra system and
then back to the Great Creator ‘IS’ and back down to my Sacred Heart and
then out the Front and Back of me for All Humanity to absorb and
Experience.
Mother Mary takes my Hand to lead me back home to my chair in
the desert. I Feel different, expanded, joyful and content. I Feel Mother
Mary’s Love fill my Being in a pulsing Healing Vibration.
“Rest my child, more has transpired today than you can
comprehend.”
“Peace Be with you.”
“I am your Divine Mother Mary”
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